You are going to see two objects and two words. Your job is to decide which word fits each object best. Look at objects A and B below:

Which one looks more like a thaysee and which looks more like a thuwsow? Write the letter of the corresponding object next to the word below:

1
thaysee __________
thuwsow__________

Now consider this pair:

Which one looks more like a lathee and which looks more like a lowthuw?

2
lathee __________
lowthuw__________
This is pair number 3:

3

*Chichee* __________

*Chewcho* __________

Pair number 4:

4

*rowsue* __________

*rasay* __________
Pair number 5:

A

B

eemay __________

noomoo __________

Pair number 6:

A

B

neetee __________

newtow __________